Move your career in the right direction: toward satisfaction and job security!

**Electrical Engineer**

Are you an Electrical Engineer looking for new challenges? We offer you the opportunity to start a new career. As a member of our electric department you will be working in multi-disciplinary teams, on a great variety of topics and ship types. You will be able to apply and develop different fields of your specialist knowledge.

**Your tasks**

- Realization of project- and design work for several ship projects, especially electrical systems during different design phases
- System configuration of electric equipment
- Prepare documents as basis for production and installation of equipment and systems
- Co-ordination (2D/3D) of systems and single components inside ship structures
- Ensure the technical and commercial parameters according to clients requirement
- Elaborate specifications, check and evaluate quotations
- Technical discussions with owners, classification societies, shipyards, suppliers
- Develop drive concepts for electric vessels including battery- and endurance calculation, battery- and charging management
- Refit project, check and adaption of electric systems
- Create documents for electric Load Balance; main cable ways, Single Line Diagram (power generating, distribution, propulsion, navigation, communication)
- Create overview diagrams safety systems e.g. fire detection, general alarm

**Your profile**

- Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in the field of electrical engineering and at least 2 years’ experience
- Advanced skills in AutoCAD
- Willingness to learn new 3D-CAD-Software
- Good communication skills: Very good English skills. German skills are an asset
- Ability to work both independently and with a team
- An interest in maritime innovation and an open mindset to new development and technologies

**Our offer**

- A professional working environment in an attractive workplace with highly qualified employees
- A decent wage
- Flexible working hours
- Regular team events

Interested? Let's design!
Join us now and send us your complete application in ENGLISH or GERMAN by e-mail to career@neptun-germany.com career@neptun-germany.com